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The Assassin and the Empire
When the King of the Assassins gives Celaena Sardothien a special assignment
that will help fight slavery in the kingdom, Celaena jumps at the chance to strike a
blow against the evil practice. The mission is a dark and deadly affair that takes
Celaena from the rooftops of the city to the bottom of the sewer - and she doesn't
like what she finds there.
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The Assassin King
Field describes here his travels in the Arabian Peninsula. He provides political
commentary on Egypt and some historically-based discussions, such as the history
of legal punishment in a given place.

The Assassin and the Underworld
When Jonathon's father is falsely accused of murdering the king, he embarks on a
quest to find the Assassin's Guild and the answers it holds to his father's past. Soon
he finds himself enrolled in guild training and a competition to see who will
advance and who will be sent home.

The Life and Trial of Guiteau the Assassin
Kingdoms collide as Aelin continues her epic journey from assassin to queen in this
instalment of the global #1 bestselling series. The long path to the throne has just
begun for Aelin Galathynius. As the kingdoms of Erilea fracture around her,
enemies must become allies if Aelin is to keep those she loves from falling to the
dark forces poised to claim her world. With war looming on all horizons, the only
chance for salvation lies in a desperate quest that may mark the end of everything
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Aelin holds dear. Will Aelin succeed in keeping her world from splintering, or will it
all come crashing down? Contains mature content. Not suitable for younger
readers.

The Burning Sky
Sarah J. Maas's global #1 bestselling THRONE OF GLASS series reaches new
heights in this sweeping fourth instalment. Everyone Celaena Sardothien loves has
been taken from her. Now she returns to the empire – to confront the shadows of
her past Bloodthirsty for revenge on the two men responsible for destroying her
life, and desperate to find out if the prince and his captain are safe, Celaena
returns to Rifthold. She has accepted her identity as Aelin Galathynius, the lost
Queen of Terrasen. But before she can reclaim her throne, there are dark truths to
learn and debts to be paid. Aelin must stay hidden beneath her assassin's hood
and draw on her mortal strength as Celaena to prevent the King of Adarlan from
tearing her world apart. Only then can she fight for her people. Readers will be
held rapt as Celaena's story builds to an agonising crescendo, packed with heartpounding action and searing romance.

The Pirate's Wish
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“The single most resonant and carefully imagined book of Dick’s career.” —New
York Times It’s America in 1962. Slavery is legal once again. The few Jews who still
survive hide under assumed names. In San Francisco, the I Ching is as common as
the Yellow Pages. All because some twenty years earlier the United States lost a
war—and is now occupied by Nazi Germany and Japan. This harrowing, Hugo
Award–winning novel is the work that established Philip K. Dick as an innovator in
science fiction while breaking the barrier between science fiction and the serious
novel of ideas. In it Dick offers a haunting vision of history as a nightmare from
which it may just be possible to wake. Winner of the Hugo Award

On the Desert
Before Assassin's Creed Origins, there was an Oath. Egypt, 70BC, a merciless killer
stalks the land. His mission- to find and destroy the last members of an ancient
order, the Medjay - to eradicate the bloodline. In peaceful Siwa, the town's
protector abruptly departs, leaving his teenage son, Bayek, with questions about
his own future and a sense of purpose he knows he must fulfill. Bayek sets off in
search of answers, his journey taking him along the Nile and through an Egypt in
turmoil, facing the dangers and the mysteries of the Medjay's path.

Throne of Glass
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Heart of the Assassin
The Kings’ Assassin
The third instalment to the global #1 bestselling series. As the King of Adarlan's
Assassin, Celaena Sardothien is bound to serve the tyrant who slaughtered her
dear friend. But she has vowed to make him pay. The answers Celaena needs to
destroy the king lie across the sea Wendlyn. And Chaol, Captain of the King's
Guard, has put his future in jeopardy to send her there. Yet as Celaena seeks her
destiny in Wendlyn, a new threat is preparing to take to the skies. Will Celaena find
the strength not only to win her own battles, but to fight a war that could pit her
loyalties to her own people against those she has grown to love? This third novel in
the THRONE OF GLASS sequence, from global #1 bestselling author Sarah J. Maas,
is packed with more heart-stopping action, devastating drama and swoonsome
romance, and introduces some fierce new heroines to love and hate.

Crown of Midnight
On a remote island in a tropical sea, Celaena Sardothien, feared assassin, has
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come for retribution. She's been sent by the Assassin's Guild to collect on a debt
they are owed by the Lord of the Pirates. But when Celaena learns that the agreed
payment is not in money, but in slaves, her mission suddenly changes - and she
will risk everything to right the wrong she's been sent to bring about.

Gift of the Desert
*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER* An “outstanding” (Publishers Weekly, starred
review) blistering thriller featuring a brilliant and unorthodox Army investigator, his
enigmatic female partner, and their hunt for the Army’s most notorious—and
dangerous—deserter from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nelson DeMille
and Alex DeMille. When Captain Kyle Mercer of the Army’s elite Delta Force
disappeared from his post in Afghanistan, a video released by his Taliban captors
made international headlines. But circumstances were murky: Did Mercer desert
before he was captured? Then a second video sent to Mercer’s Army commanders
leaves no doubt: the trained assassin and keeper of classified Army intelligence
has willfully disappeared. When Mercer is spotted a year later in Caracas,
Venezuela, by an old Army buddy, top military brass task Scott Brodie and Maggie
Taylor of the Criminal Investigation Division to fly to Venezuela and bring Mercer
back to America—preferably alive. Brodie knows this is a difficult mission, made
more difficult by his new partner’s inexperience, by their undeniable chemistry,
and by Brodie’s suspicion that Maggie Taylor is reporting to the CIA. With rippedPage 6/23
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from-the-headlines appeal, an exotic and dangerous locale, and the hairpin twists
and inimitable humor that are signature DeMille, The Deserter is the first in a
timely and thrilling new series from an unbeatable team of True Masters: the #1
New York Times bestseller Nelson DeMille and his son, award-winning screenwriter
Alex DeMille.

Honor Student
Stranded in the Sahara desert, Dirk Pitt and his friends uncover the truth about the
fate of 1930s aviator Kitty Mannock and the secret behind Lincoln's assassination.
Reissue.

The Deserter
The book that started the phenomenon. Sarah J. Maas's global #1 bestselling
THRONE OF GLASS series has taken the world by storm. Meet Celaena Sardothien.
Beautiful. Deadly. Destined for greatness. In the dark, filthy salt mines of Endovier,
an eighteen-year-old girl is serving a life sentence. She is a trained assassin, the
best of her kind, but she made a fatal mistake. She got caught. Young Captain
Westfall offers her a deal: her freedom in return for one huge sacrifice. Celaena
must represent the prince in a to-the-death tournament - fighting the most gifted
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thieves and assassins in the land. Live or die, Celaena will be free. Win or lose, she
is about to discover her true destiny. But will her assassin's heart be melted?

The Hundred Lies of Lizzie Lovett
Hawthorn wasn't trying to insert herself into a missing person's investigation. Or
maybe she was. But that's only because Lizzie Lovett's disappearance is the one
fascinating mystery their sleepy town has ever had. Bad things don't happen to
popular girls like Lizzie Lovett, and Hawthorn is convinced she'll turn up at any
moment-which means the time for speculation is now. So Hawthorn comes up with
her own theory for Lizzie's disappearance. A theory way too absurd to take
seriouslyat first. The more Hawthorn talks, the more she believes. And what better
way to collect evidence than to immerse herself in Lizzie's life? Like getting a job at
the diner where Lizzie worked and hanging out with Lizzie's boyfriend. After all, it's
not as if he killed her-or did he? Told with a unique voice that is both hilarious and
heart-wrenching, Hawthorn's quest for proof may uncover the greatest truth is
within herself.

Desert Oath
Ward Larsen's Assassin's Run revives globe-trotting, hard-hitting assassin David
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Slaton for another breathless adventure. When a Russian oligarch is killed by a
single bullet on his yacht off the Isle of Capri, Russian intelligence sources
speculate that a legendary Israeli assassin, long thought dead, might be
responsible. However, David Slaton--the assassin in question--is innocent. Realizing
the only way to clear his name is to find out who's truly responsible, he travels to
Capri.While he searches, a web of disparate events unfolds across the world. Three
ships, owned by the group of Russians, deliver a mysterious cargo to the shores of
the Arabian Peninsula. In Morocco, a Russian aerospace company begins flight
testing an innovative new drone. From Switzerland to the Red Sea to Morocco,
Slaton uncovers a conspiracy of monumental scope. It is a plot that will change the
world strategic order--and one that goes straight to the top of the Russian
government.

Heir of Fire
Jack Lark is The Devil's Assassin who stalks the streets of Bombay in this
exhilarating and dangerous adventure by Paul Fraser Collard. History 'blazes
across the pages' (Anthony Riches) in this series that will appeal to readers of
Bernard Cornwell and Simon Scarrow. Bombay, 1857. Jack Lark is living
precariously as an officer when his heroic but fraudulent past is discovered by the
Devil - Major Ballard, the army's intelligence officer. Ballard is gathering a web of
information to defend the British Empire, and he needs a man like Jack on his side.
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Not far away, in Persia, the Shah is moving against British territory and, with the
Russians whispering in his ear, seeks to conquer the crucial city of Herat. The
Empire's strength is under threat and the army must fight back. As the British
march to war, Jack learns that secrets crucial to the campaign's success are
leaking into their enemies' hands. Ballard has brought him to the battlefield to end
a spy's deceit. But who is the traitor? THE DEVIL'S ASSASSIN sweeps Jack Lark
through a thrilling tale of explosive action as the British face the Persian army in
the inky darkness of the desert night.

The Assassin's Guild Book One
The year is 2045 and a warrior battles to save America from an Islamic mastermind
in this smart and violent futuristic thriller from New York Times bestselling author
Robert Ferrigno. Time is running out for the Islamic Republic and the Bible Belt, the
two warring nations that arose when the former United States split apart after an
economic collapse left tens of millions unemployed and desperate for leadership.
Weakened by their endless conflict, both countries are now threatened by the
expansionist dreams of the Aztlán Empire (formerly known as Mexico) to the south,
which has steadily encroached deep into the regions once called California,
Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas. Riven by intellectual and social decay, both the
Islamic Republic and the Belt are at the brink of collapse. The only solution is to
reunite the countries and regain America's former power and global standing. And
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there's only one man who can do it: Rakkim Epps, genetically enhanced shadow
warrior and hero of the two previous books in Robert Ferrigno's astonishing
Assassin Trilogy. Time is also running out for Epps's archenemy, the Old One, the
sly, immensely rich Muslim fanatic who seeks to create one world under his
domination. Now more than one hundred and fifty years old, he is dying and
unhappily knows it. His solution is to reunite the Islamic Republic and the Bible Belt
his way, and his plan involves his voluptuous but deadly daughter, Baby, and none
other than Rakkim himself. The Old One is aided by his sadistic, carbon-skinned
enforcer, Gravenholtz, whom Rakkim failed to kill in an earlier encounter and who
now wishes to kill Rakkim and those he loves. Meanwhile, there is a rumor of a
discovery of a sacred relic in the contaminated ruins of Washington, D.C., a
radiation zone peopled by diseased zombies and daring treasure hunters. It is into
this deadly wasteland that Rakkim must secretly travel and retrieve the icon if he
is to defeat Gravenholtz, Baby, and the Old One, and have even a chance to unite
the two halves of America. A stunning stand-alone read, Heart of the Assassin is a
feast of cinematic violence, brilliant plotting, and futuristic scene-setting.
Completing Ferrigno's Assassin Trilogy, Heart of the Assassin confirms his position
as a master of thriller fiction.

Queen of Shadows
Ananna of the Tanarau abandons ship when her parents try to marry her off to an
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allying pirate clan: she wants to captain her own boat, not serve as second-incommand to her handsome yet clueless fiance. But her escape has dire
consequences when she learns the scorned clan has sent an assassin after her.
And when the assassin, Naji, finally catches up with her, things get even worse.
Ananna inadvertently triggers a nasty curse — with a life-altering result. Now
Ananna and Naji are forced to become uneasy allies as they work together to break
the curse and return their lives back to normal. Or at least as normal as the lives of
a pirate and an assassin can be. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Assassin and the Desert
All five of Sarah J. Maas's Assassin novellas together in one irresistible paperback
edition!

Kingdom of Ash
On the desert. Author's ed
After setting out to break the curse that binds them together, the pirate Ananna
and the assassin Naji find themselves stranded on an enchanted island in the north
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with nothing but a sword, their wits, and the secret to breaking the curse:
complete three impossible tasks. With the help of their friend Marjani and a rather
unusual ally, Ananna and Naji make their way south again, seeking what seems to
be beyond their reach. Unfortunately, Naji has enemies from the shadowy world
known as the Mists, and Ananna must still face the repercussions of going up
against the Pirate Confederation. Together, Naji and Ananna must break the curse,
escape their enemies — and come to terms with their growing romantic attraction.

Slide
Tower of Dawn
Celaena Sardothien is the assassin with everything: a place to call her own, the
love of handsome Sam, and, best of all, freedom. But Celaena won't be truly free
until she is far away from her old master, Arobynn Hamel - so she and Sam decide
to take one last daring assignment that will liberate them forever. And that's how
Celaena learns that having everything means everything can be taken away. This
fourth e-novella gives readers an inside look at the characters who appear in the
full-length novel THRONE OF GLASS. Don't miss it!
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Assassin's Run
The Assassin's Curse
This special ebook edition of Sherry Thomas's extraordinary romantic fantasy
debut, The Burning Sky—the first in the Elemental Trilogy—features a repackaged
cover for her legions of romance fans and an excerpt from the sequel, The Perilous
Sea. Iolanthe Seabourne is the greatest elemental mage of her generation—or so
she's been told. The one prophesied for years to be the savior of the Realm. It is
her duty and destiny to face and defeat the Bane, the most powerful tyrant and
mage the world has ever known. This would be a suicide task for anyone, let alone
a reluctant sixteen-year-old girl with no training. Guided by his mother's visions
and committed to avenging his family, Prince Titus has sworn to protect Iolanthe
even as he prepares her for their battle with the Bane. But he makes the terrifying
mistake of falling in love with the girl who should have been only a means to an
end. Now, with the servants of the tyrant closing in, Titus must choose between his
mission—and her life.

The Assassin's Blade
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After serving out a year of hard labor in the salt mines of Endovier for her crimes,
18-year-old assassin Celaena Sardothien is dragged before the Crown Prince.
Prince Dorian offers her her freedom on one condition: she must act as his
champion in a competition to find a new royal assassin. Her opponents are menthieves and assassins and warriors from across the empire, each sponsored by a
member of the king's council. If she beats her opponents in a series of
eliminations, she'll serve the kingdom for three years and then be granted her
freedom. Celaena finds her training sessions with the captain of the guard,
Westfall, challenging and exhilirating. But she's bored stiff by court life. Things get
a little more interesting when the prince starts to show interest in her but it's the
gruff Captain Westfall who seems to understand her best. Then one of the other
contestants turns up dead quickly followed by another. Can Celaena figure out who
the killer is before she becomes a victim? As the young assassin investigates, her
search leads her to discover a greater destiny than she could possibly have
imagined.

Empire of Storms
Vee Bell is certain of one irrefutable truth—her sister's friend Sophie didn't kill
herself. She was murdered. Vee knows this because she was there. Everyone
believes Vee is narcoleptic, but she doesn't actually fall asleep during these
episodes: When she passes out, she slides into somebody else's mind and
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experiences the world through that person's eyes. She's slid into her sister as she
cheated on a math test, into a teacher sneaking a drink before class. She learned
the worst about a supposed "friend" when she slid into her during a school dance.
But nothing could have prepared Vee for what happens one October night when
she slides into the mind of someone holding a bloody knife, standing over Sophie's
slashed body. Vee desperately wishes she could share her secret, but who would
believe her? It sounds so crazy that she can't bring herself to tell her best friend,
Rollins, let alone the police. Even if she could confide in Rollins, he has been acting
distant lately, especially now that she's been spending more time with Zane.
Enmeshed in a terrifying web of secrets, lies, and danger and with no one to turn
to, Vee must find a way to unmask the killer before he or she strikes again.

The World of Throne of Glass
Sahara
'A diary is an assassin's cloak which we wear when we stab a comrade in the back
with a pen', wrote William Soutar in 1934. But a diary is also a place for recording
everyday thoughts and special occasions, private fears and hopeful dreams. The
Assassin's Cloak gathers together some of the most entertaining and inspiring
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entries for each day of the year, as writers ranging from Queen Victoria to Andy
Warhol, Samuel Pepys to Adrian Mole, pen their musings on the historic and the
mundane. Spanning centuries and international in scope, this peerless anthology
pays tribute to a genre that is at once the most intimate and public of all literary
forms. This new updated edition is published to mark the twentieth anniversary of
the book's original publication.

A Daughter of the Desert
Follow Chaol on his sweeping journey to a distant empire in this next instalment of
the THRONE OF GLASS series by global #1 bestselling author Sarah J. Maas. Chaol
Westfall has always defined himself by his unwavering loyalty, his strength, and his
position as the Captain of the Guard. But all of that has changed since Aelin
shattered the glass castle, since Chaol's men were slaughtered, since the King of
Adarlan spared him from a killing blow, but left his body broken. Now he and
Nesryn sail for Antica – the stronghold of the southern continent's mighty empire
and of the legendary healers of the Torre Cesme. It's Chaol's one shot at recovery,
and with war looming back home, Dorian and Aelin's survival could depend on
Chaol and Nesryn convincing Antica's rulers to ally with them. But what they
discover there will change them both – and be more vital to saving Erilea than they
could have imagined.
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The Desert Gateway
Emma lives a very self-destructive life, barely making her way through college. Her
world is turned upside down after meeting Mr. Honor, her new history teacher
whose idea of discipline may be a little too much for Emma to handle. While trying
to figure out their new relationship, they also have to deal with the very real
possibility that someone has discovered their secret and is trying to hurt them. But
Mr. Honor is keeping a few secrets of his own from Emma.

The Devil's Assassin (Jack Lark, Book 3)
The Man in the High Castle
Life in the Desert
Aelin Galathynius's journey from slave to assassin to queen reaches its heartrending finale as war erupts across her world She has risked everything to save her
people – but at a tremendous cost. Locked in an iron coffin by the Queen of the
Fae, Aelin must draw upon her fiery will to endure the months of torture inflicted
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upon her. The knowledge that yielding to Maeve will doom those she loves keeps
her from breaking, but her resolve is unravelling with each passing day With Aelin
imprisoned, Aedion and Lysandra are the last line of defence keeping Terrasen
from utter destruction. But even the many allies they've gathered to battle
Erawan's hordes might not be enough to save the kingdom. Scattered throughout
the continent and racing against time, Chaol, Manon, and Dorian must forge their
own paths to meet their destinies. And across the sea Rowan hunts to find his
captured wife and queen – before she is lost to him. Some bonds will deepen and
others be severed forever, but as the threads of fate weave together at last, all
must fight if they are to find salvation – and a better world. Years in the making,
Kingdom of Ash is the unforgettable conclusion to Sarah J. Maas's #1 New York
Times bestselling Throne of Glass series

Where the Desert Ends
The Kings Assassin follows the exploits of Sillik, a master of the seven laws of
magic and a warrior. Complying with a terrified telepathic summon from his father
the king, Sillik returns to his home, the city of Illicia to find his father and brothers
dead by assassins. Magical attacks and hostile dragons follow Sillik as he attempts
to unravel the mystery of who betrayed his family. Can he trust anyone?
Complications mount as Lady Silvia, one of the seven gods of law, interjects herself
into the affairs of Illicia. Sillik follows the clues to the assassin that his father left for
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him and leaves the city. Followers of the nine gods of chaos pursue him while the
worlds survival hangs in balance as the gods battle for supremacy with humans as
their pawns.

The Assassin's Cloak
The Perfect Assassin
A novice assassin is on the hunt for someone killing their own in K. A. Doore's The
Perfect Assassin, a breakout high fantasy beginning the Chronicles of Ghadid
series. Divine justice is written in blood. Or so Amastan has been taught. As a new
assassin in the Basbowen family, he’s already having second thoughts about
taking a life. A scarcity of contracts ends up being just what he needs. Until,
unexpectedly, Amastan finds the body of a very important drum chief. Until,
impossibly, Basbowen’s finest start showing up dead, with their murderous jaan
running wild in the dusty streets of Ghadid. Until, inevitably, Amastan is ordered to
solve these murders, before the family gets blamed. Every life has its price, but
when the tables are turned, Amastan must find this perfect assassin or be their
next target. “The Perfect Assassin is a thrilling fantastical mystery that had me
racing through the pages.” —S. A. Chakraborty, author of The City of Brass “Full of
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rooftop fights, frightening magic, and nonstop excitement and mystery, I
absolutely loved it from start to finish!” — Sarah Beth Durst

The Desert World
The action-packed, heart-wrenching and fantastically addictive sequel to Sarah J.
Maas's epic YA fantasy debut THRONE OF GLASS. Eighteen-year-old Celaena
Sardothien is bold, daring and beautiful – the perfect seductress and the greatest
assassin her world has ever known. But though she won the King's contest and
became his champion, Celaena has been granted neither her liberty nor the
freedom to follow her heart. Celaena faces a choice that is tearing her to pieces:
kill in cold blood for a man she hates, or risk sentencing those she loves to death.
Celaena must decide what she will fight for: survival, love or the future of a
kingdom. Because an assassin cannot have it all And trying to may just destroy
her.

The Assassin and the Pirate Lord
The Assassin King opens at winter's end with the arrival by sea of a mysterious
hunter, a man of ancient race and purpose, who endlessly chants the names of the
pantheon of demons that are his intended victims, as well as one other: Ysk, the
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original name of the Brother, now known as Achmed, the Assassin King of Ylorc. At
the same moment of this portentous arrival, two gatherings of great import are
taking place. The first is a convocation of dragons, who gather in a primeval forest
glade--the site of the horrific ending of Llauron, one of the last of their kind. They
mourn not only his irrevocable death, but the loss of the lore and control over the
Earth itself that it represents. The ancient wyrms are terrified for what will come as
a result of this loss. The second gathering is a council of war held in the depths of
the keep of Haguefort: Ashe and Rhapsody, rulers of the alliance that protects the
Middle Continent; Gwydion, the new Duke of Navarne; Anborn, the Lord Marshall;
Achmed, the King of Ylorc, and Grunthor, his Sergeant-Major. Each brings news
that form the pieces of a great puzzle. And as each piece is added it becomes quite
clear: War is coming, the likes of which the world has never known. Cataclysm,
both large and small, await in this sixth volume of the USA Today bestselling
fantasy series, The Symphony of Ages. A twisting, fast-moving tale, The Assassin
King promises endless surprises--most of which lead to pain. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
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